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An O(logn loglogn) CRCW PRAM algorithm using O(n/logn) processors for computing the 
unique Lyndon factorization of a word of length n over an unbounded alphabet is presented; this 
improves the bounds given by Apostolico and Crochemore (1989). Moreover, in the case of fixed 
alphabets the CRCW PRAM algorithm is optimal (linear cost), requiring O(log n) units of time. 
1. Introduction 
Several problems on strings involving lexicographical ordering, e.g., the problem of 
computing the lexicographically maximum rotation of a circular string, sorting a set 
of strings over an ordered alphabet, finding the smallest/largest suffix of a string can 
be solved optimally serially by means of the Lyndonfactorization (decomposition). This 
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factorization of a string yields a unique sequence of lexicographically nonincreasing 
factors. 
Let C denote an alphabet whose elements are totally ordered and let .Z* be the 
empty word together with the set of strings (words) produced from C under concat- 
enation. Moreover, let C+ = CC*. The lexicographic ordering u<u with U,UEC+ is 
defined if and only if either u is a proper prefix of u or u =ras, u=rbt for some a, b&T 
such that u < b and for some r, s, tsC*. A word x is said to be a Lyndon word iff xEC or 
VU, VEC+ , x=uzi implies X<L’U. 
We shall denote the set of Lyndon words as L. Note that for any Lyndon word x = uv 
with u,vEC+, we have x<v. 
Theorem 1.1 (Chen et al. [2]). A n 1 J word XEZ’ may be written uniquely as a non- 
increasing product of Lyndon words (denoted as CFL(x)): 
The CFL decomposition of a string was originally introduced for the purpose of 
computing a basis of the free Lie algebras, and it is a particular case of a factorization 
of free monoids (see [6]). However, our interest lies with combinatorial problems on 
strings. Duval [3] showed how a computation of the CFL decomposition of a string 
allowed the simultaneous solution of several special sorting problems, such as finding 
the lexicographically least circular substring, and finding the minimum or maximum 
suffix of a string. Duval considered the sequential computation of the CFL decompo- 
sition, and here we present a parallel algorithm for this important factorization. 
Our computational model is the CRCW PRAM, i.e. a concurrent read-concurrent- 
write parallel random access machine. When two or more processors attempt to write 
to the same common memory location, one of them succeeds in a nondeterministic 
fashion (see [4] for definitions and background material). In the case of an unbounded 
alphabet our result is a CRCW PRAM algorithm for computing the CFL factoriz- 
ation of a word of length n with worst-case running time O(log nloglog n) using 
O(n/logn) processors. For bounded alphabets we match the sequential result of 
Duval giving an optimal algorithm with O(logn) time and O(n/logn) processors, 
where the product of time and number of processors is linear. 
Moreover, we improve on the bounds given for fast parallel Lyndon decomposition 
by Apostolic0 and Crochemore in Cl]; they present an O(logn) CRCW PRAM 
algorithm using a linear number of processors for computing the CFL. Moreover, in 
Cl] parallel algorithms (applications of the Lyndon factorization) for some funda- 
mental string problems are presented; the problems of finding, for every prefix of the 
input string, the lexicographically smallest (largest) suffix and the lexicographically 
least among all rotations of that prefix can be both solved on a CRCW PRAM in 
O(n log n) cost. 
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The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we introduce some preliminary 
results and in Section 3 we present an outline of the algorithm. The next four sections 
deal with the main procedures of the algorithm, Contest, Right-Extending, Left- 
Extending and Final-Extension. The proofs of correctness are presented in Section 9 
and the complexity analysis is presented in Section 10. 
2. Preliminary results 
The following theorem is central in the design of the algorithm and it is applied in 
procedures Contest, Right-Extension and Left-Extension, in Sections 4-8, for con- 
necting or right-extending two Lyndon words. 
Theorem 2.1 (Duval [3]). Let U, VEL. Then UVEL ifsu<v. 
It is clear that a CFL factorization always exists. The process may be trivially 
started with single characters, i.e. elements. Using Theorem 2.1 we can connect 
(concatenate) Lyndon words to obtain the maximal factorization with fewest factors. 
Hence, we will define a right-extension of two distinct Lyndon words u, v with u < v to 
be the process of concatenating u and u to form the larger Lyndon word MU. 
Next we consider the concatenation of two distinct Lyndon factorizations. Let 
u and u be strings whose Lyndon decompositions CFL(u) and CFL(v) are given; we 
wish to compute CFL(uv). We achieve this particular concatenation in procedure 
Contest given below. For the structure of our algorithm, we need to prove that one 
right-extension operation on the right-hand factorization CFL(V) followed by one 
further right-extension on the left-hand factorization CFL(u) is sufficient to achieve 
CFL( uv). 
Theorem 2.2. Let CFL(u)=ul...u, and CFL(v)=v,...v, with u,ti,ui,vj~C*, 1 <s, 
1 <j < t. Then either 
CFL(uv)=u,...u,v,...V, 
or 
with w=Ui...UsVl...Vjfor some 1 <i<s and l<j<t. 
Proof. In the case that u, 2 vl, it follows immediately that 
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(Right-Extension). Assume that U, < vi. Next we determine the cut-point j in v, 
where 1 <.j< t such that 
V,~“‘~Vj_1~Vj>U,~Vj+,, > ... >V,. (2.1) 
Inequality (2.1) and Theorem 2.1 imply that w’=u,vi . . .Uj is a Lyndon word and 
WI>, Uj+ 1, which in turn yields 
CFL(u,v)=~‘v~+~...v~. (2.2) 
Next we consider the Lyndon factorization CFL(uv,. . .Vj). In the case that U, is not 
a prefix of u,_i or in the case of u~_~=u~z, ZEC+, with z3v,...vj, we have that 
u,_ 1 3 w’ and thus 
CFL(uv,... Vj)=UI...Us-lW’. 
(ii) (Left-Extension). In the case of u,_i =us, we have u,_i <w’ and we must 
right-extend u,_ 1 using Theorem 2.1. Similarly, in the case of u,_ 1 = usz, ZEZ+, with 
z<v 1.. .Vj, we have u,- 1 < w’ and again we must right-extend u,_ 1 using Theorem 2.1. 
Therefore, we must determine the cut-point i in u, where 1 <i < s and 
U13...3Ui_,3Ui...Us_,W’. (2.3) 
NOW let w = Ui.. .u,_ 1 NJ’. The string w is a Lyndon word, since w is the concatenation of 
lexicographically descending Lyndon words (Theorem 2.1); thus, we have 
CFL(uv,...vj)=ul...ui-lw. (2.4) 
Now if we can establish that w 2 vj+ 1, then from the fact that w is a Lyndon word 
and (2.2) and (2.4) the theorem follows. Inequality (2.1) gives us u,> vj+ 1 and from 
the definition of CFL(u) it follows that Ui3 ... >u,_, au,. Hence, we have that 
Ui.. .u, 3 U, > Uj+ 1 which implies 
W=Ui...U,V1...Vk~Vj+l. 0 
Two examples are given to illustrate right-extending in the right-hand and then the 
left-hand factorizations as in Theorem 2.2. For these we adopt the notation of 
Theorem 2.2. 
Example 2.3. Let u = v = xaaa. Their Lyndon decomposition is CFL(u) = CFL(v) = 
x’a’a’a (“.” separates two Lyndon words). Now CFL(u,v)=ux~u~a~ a and 
CFL(uv,. . . ok) = x. aaax, since x >, uuux. Finally, CFL(uv) = x. uaux . a. a. a, since 
x>uuux>u>u>a. 
Example 2.4. Let CFL(u)= h’ ub.u, since b >ub >a, and CFL(v)=z. y .x.a, since 
z>y>x>u. Then CFL(u,v)=uzyx~u, since uzyx>a, while CFL(u~,...v~)=b~abuzyx, 
since b 3 abuzyx. Finally, CFL = b. abazyx . a, since b > ubazyx 2 a. 
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Theorem 2.5. Let x=a,a,...a,=uwv, ajEC for lbjbn, where w’ai...ak is 
a nonempty Lyndon word. If 
(i) ai>ak+l and 
(ii) w < s, for every nonempty &/ix s of u, then 
CFL(x)= CFL(u) wCFL(v). 
Proof. Suppose that CFL(u)=y,...y,,yj~C* for 1 <j<land CFL(v)=zl...z,, zj~C* 
for 1 d j d m. Condition (i) implies that 
W>Zl. (2.5) 
Condition (ii) implies that 
y,>w. (2.6) 
Using the CFL definition and inequalities (2.5) and (2.6), we have 
y, 3 ... 3Y,3W3Z,3~..3Z,, 
which implies that 
CFL(x)=CFL(uwv)=y,...y,wz,...z,=CFL(u)wCFL(v) 
using the fact that w is a Lyndon word. 0 
3. An outline of the algorithm 
The parallel factorization algorithm makes use of a contest between two Lyndon 
words. The aim of the contest is to determine which word is larger lexicographically 
(utilizing Theorems 2.2 and 2.5). This is one of the essential steps towards achieving 
the factorization of the input string. 
3.1. Initialization 
The initialization procedure is as follows. First we divide the input string 
x=x1x2... x, into blocks Xi of length [log nl: 
x=x,x2... Xk with k=rn/logn] 
(w.1.o.g. we assume that k is a power of 2). We assign a processor pi to each block Xi, 
1 d id k. Processor pi computes CFL(Xi) using Duval’s sequential algorithm [3]; this 
is done for all blocks in parallel. The output of Duval’s algorithm will be the starting 
positions in each Xi of all of its Lyndon words. This initial stage therefore requires 
rn/logn] processors and O(logn) time. 
Let Ui be the starting position in the original string x of the last and possibly 
smallest Lyndon word of CFL(Xi), for 1 <id k. For each block, ai is computed to be 
the maximum of the returned values from the sequential algorithm, which costs us 
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O(log n) to obtain these ai in parallel. Moreover, let the Xi be the leaves of a full 
binary tree. This binary tree will be the basic data structure of the procedure Contest 
presented below; it is also the structure underlying the processor allocation technique 
(see Section 3.2). 
Let wi( j, h) denote the substring of x which starts at index ai and has length a,, - aj. 
To ease notation we will simply describe the last and most right-hand Lyndon word, 
in a block or substring, commencing at index ai as N’i. The length 1 Wil is immediately 
accessible from the 1 x n arrays CFLA and CFLB; if x =.x1.. .x,, Xi EC, then the object 
is for CFLA to contain the starting indices of Lyndon words in x, and for CFLB to 
contain the sequence of end-points or cut-points such that, for 
and 
CFL(x,...x,)=w,w,...w,, 
we define, for any 1 d ,j d n, 
if j=k,+l, 
otherwise 
and 
CFLB[ j] = 
k 
Of+’ 
if j=k,+ 1, 
otherwise, 
where k,, for 1 < t<m, is in (3.1) and k,=O. The array CFLB is used for exposition 
purposes only, and it can be trivially derived from CFLA. In the initialization stage 
above, processor pi writes the starting points and cut-points for CFL(X,) into the ith 
“blocks” of CFLA and CFLB. We also keep a pointer next defined as 
next(CFLA[ j])= CFLA[ j’], where j’>j is the smallest index with CFLA[ j’] #O. 
(A similar pointer is used for CFLB.) When a block (or consecutive blocks) becomes 
a substring of a Lyndon word starting at CFLA [ j], then we only mark 
next(CFLA[ j])= CFLA[ j,] (similarly for CFLB), where CFLA[ j,] is the starting 
position of the next Lyndon word; at the final stage, the processor updates all the 
entries of CFLA and CFLB of its associated block with the aid of the next pointer. 
Here we are using the fact that we only extend Lyndon words in the main algorithm. 
3.2. The main procedures 
The algorithm forms a comparison (binary) tree T; the blocks Xi, 1 <i < k, are labels 
of the leaves of the tree and every node of T is labelled with the concatenation of the 
labels of its children. At the first stage, adjacent blocks Xi and Xi+ i, i = 1,3, . . . , k - 1, 
are compared in parallel, and each CFL(X,X,+,) is computed. More precisely, for 
every odd i, each last word M’i commencing at Ui in Xi stages a contest with the 
corresponding last word Wi+l commencing at ai+i in Xi+i. The result of each 
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individual contest is a new starting position uk of the last Lyndon word in a larger 
substring. Then at the second stage the adjacent “doubled” or concatenated blocks 
Xi Xi + I and Xi + I Xi + 2 and so on are compared in parallel, yielding all sequences like 
CFL(XiXi+ iXi+ ZXi+ 3) of the substrings. The process continues iteratively in an 
upwards direction from the leaves to the root of the tree. Finally, at stage 
r log(n/log n) 1, namely the root, we have computed the required decomposition 
CFL(x). The algorithm thus forms a comparison tree T of height at most log n, where 
each node contains only the starting point ai of the last Lyndon word of the node’s 
label. Note that only at the leaves level we store substrings of size log n, the blocks Xi, 
1 didk. 
The concatenation of the CFLs of two substrings is achieved by applying Theorem 
2.2 (or Theorem 2.5) and right-extending Lyndon words as suggested by Theorem 2.1, 
namely if u, VEL and u < v then UVGL. 
The algorithm includes the initialization stage described above, and four main 
procedures: 
(i) Contest, which gives a parallel computation moving upwards in T comparing 
CFLs in adjacent substrings u and v (siblings in the tree T). Its input is the set of 
CFL(Xi), 1 <i< k, and its output is CFL(x). 
(ii) Right-Extension, which is a sequential computation and searches T recursively 
downwards, in a divide and conquer fashion, to locate the block whose CFL needs to 
be recalculated (condition (2.1)). This procedure primarily deals with the right-hand 
substring v. The procedure Right-Extension, with input the starting position of the 
last Lyndon word of v and the string v, finds where the condition (2.1) occurs and 
computes a right-extension y of the last Lyndon word of u as in (2.2). 
(iii) Left-Extension similarly is a sequential computation searching T recursively to 
locate the block whose CFL needs to be recalculated. This procedure primarily deals 
with the left-hand substring u, although the operations it performs are in fact 
right-extensions. This procedure, with input the right-extension of y (computed by 
Right-Extension) and its starting position, computes a left-extension as in (2.4). 
(iv) Final-Extension, which is a slight modification of Duval’s CFL algorithm [3], 
where we sequentially recompute the CFL of a given block. (Note that we use a direct 
application of Duval’s algorithm to compute CFL(Xi).) 
It is worth clarifying that, in keeping with Theorem 2.1, recomputing the CFL of 
a substring always consists of possibly concatenating Lyndon words, but never 
subdividing any existing Lyndon words. 
4. The contest between two Lyndon words 
Procedure Contest (CFL(X,), a, Vi) 
Input: CFL (block Xi) and Ui for 1 <i< rn/logn], contained in the arrays CFLA 
and CFLB. 
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Output: the factorization CFL(x) given in the arrays CFLA and CFLB. 
(1) 
(2) 
(3) 
(4) 
(5) 
(6) 
(7) 
(8) 
(9) 
(10) 
(11) 
(12) 
(13) 
(14) 
(15) 
(16) 
begin 
repeat 
forall distinct pairs of siblings ai,uj with i<j pardo 
if Wi 3 wj then 
Right-Extension (wi(i, j), aj); 
Comment: We have now redefined the factorization over wi(i, j). 
aj becomes the parent node; 
else 
Ui becomes the parent node; 
CFLB[ui]:=CFLB[uj]; next(CFLA[q]):=next(CFLA[~~]); 
Comment: One new Lyndon word commencing at ai and termina- 
ting at the end of the substring indexed by aj now replaces the 
previous factorizations over those elements. 
odpar 
when all computations are complete move up to the next level of the 
tree; 
Comment: At this point the indices of the form ak at the parent nodes 
are the new starting positions of the last Lyndon word of CFL(XiXj) 
for each pair of siblings i, j. Hence, we have concatenated each pair of 
sibling substrings. 
until the root is reached 
end 
5. Right-Extension 
The following procedure (Right-Extension) is a recursive sequential algorithm 
(which may be invoked concurrently by more than one processor in procedure 
Contest at a given level of the binary tree). The algorithm is based on the divide and 
conquer technique. It takes as input the index Ui of the last Lyndon word wi of one 
substring U, and the node associated with the index Uj of its right sibling substring c’. 
The left child, a,, and right child, a,, of the index Uj are used to divide v equally to 
enable “conquering”. Conquering here is the process of finding the greatest or leftmost 
Lyndon word wk in v such that Wi>Wk. (We know that such a wk exists due to lines 
4 and 5 in the calling procedure Contest.) We do this by considering first the “left” 
interval of v from its greatest word down to al, and then similarly the “right” interval 
down to a,. 
Initially the computation corresponds to part (i) of the proof of Theorem 2.2. Given 
CFL(u) and CFL(v) it computes CFL(wiv). The procedure works recursively in 
a downwards direction from internal tree nodes towards the leaves. The work of 
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actually computing the new CFL is performed by calling the last procedure Final- 
Extension. Then corresponding to part (ii) in the proof of Theorem 2.2, given CFL(u) 
and CFL(wiu), we make a call to procedure Left-Extension to compute the required 
CFL (uu). 
Procedure Right-Extension (wi(i,j), Uj) 
INPUT: the string wi(i, j) and the index aj. 
OUTPUT: the factorization of CFL(wi(i,j)) given in CFLA[UJ...CFLA[aj-l] 
and CFLB[aJ...CFLB[aj- 11. 
(1) begin 
(2) 
(3) 
(4) 
(5) 
(6) 
(7) 
(8) 
(9) 
(10) 
(11) 
(12) 
(13) 
(14) 
(15) 
if aj is a leaf then 
Final-Extension (wi(i, CFLB[Uj] + l), ai, aj); 
return Left-Extension (wi(ir CFLB[q] + l), ai); 
Comment: We first obtained the factorization of the right-hand string, 
and then the left-hand string. 
else 
let al,a, with l<r be the children of index aj; 
Comment: aj was the promoted index after the contest at a, and a, in the 
previous round. 
if Wi > wI then 
Right-Extension (wi(i,I), al); 
Comment: We have now redefined the factorization over the “left” 
interval wi(i, I). 
else 
CFLB[ai]:=CFLB[al]; next(CFLA[~~]):=next(CFLA[a~]); 
Right-Extension (wi(i, r), a,); 
Comment: We have now redefined the factorization over the “right” 
interval wi(i,r). 
(16) end 
6. Left-Extending 
The next recursive sequential procedure Left-Extension corresponds to part (ii) in 
the proof of Theorem 2.2. It possibly modifies the CFL associated with the left-hand 
substring U. The design of the procedure is very similar to that of procedure Right- 
Extension in that it uses the divide and conquer technique to move down the binary 
comparison tree. Considering that Right-Extension may have enlarged the last 
Lyndon word Wi in the left-hand substring u to wi say, we must locate the leftmost 
Lyndon word satisfying the conditions of (2.3). 
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Procedure Left-Extension (Wi, ai) 
Input: the Lyndon word wi and the index ai. 
Output: the CFL factorization of Wi given by the arrays CFLA and CFLB. 
(1) begin 
(2) if ai is a leaf then 
(3) let ak=SEARCH(Xi, wi); 
(4) Comment: uk is the starting index of the leftmost word satisfying (2.3). 
(5) CFLB[ak]:= CFLB[Ui]; next(CFLA[uJ):=next(CFLA[aJ) 
(6) else 
(7) let Us, a, with l<r be the children of index Ui; 
(8) if wl > w, _ I and wr _ 1 is a prefix of wI then 
(9) Left-Extension (right-substring, a,) 
(10) Comment: We have searched the right-hand substring for the leftmost 
word equal to Wi. 
(11) else 
(12) Left-Extension (left-substring, ur) 
(13) Comment: Here wI = wi and so we searched the left-hand substring for the 
leftmost word equal to wi 
(14) end 
7. Final-extension 
The last procedure is a modification of Duval’s algorithm [3]. We commence with 
the knowledge that the substring Wi of x is a Lyndon word. Note also that this 
algorithm works for both bounded or unbounded alphabets. We could in fact have 
implemented a linear search for a cut-point on line 3 in Right-Extension, but by using 
Final-Extension we can also illustrate Duval’s algorithm. 
Procedure Final-Extension (wi(i, CFLB[uj] + l), ui, aj) 
Input: the substring MJ~ (i,j+ 1)=x1 . ..x., and integer indices Ui, Uj. 
Output: the sequence CFLA = (1, kr + 1, k2 + 1, . . . , k,_ 1 + 1) of starting indices of 
Lyndon words, and the sequence CFLB =(k,, kZ, . . . , k,) of cut or ending indices such 
that. for 
we have 
CFL(Xl... x,)=w1w2...w,. 
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(1) begin 
(2) 
(3) 
(4) 
(5) 
(6) 
(7) 
(8) 
(9) 
(10) 
(11) 
(12) 
(13) 
(14) 
(15) 
i:=a: 
j:=ribgnl Laj/rlognl J+ 1; 
k:=a,- 1; 
ptr:= ai; 
Comment: j-i denotes the length of the current Lyndon word; j is the 
current input letter in the given string wi, and commences with the index at 
the start of Xj; k is the cut index of the end of the current Lyndon word; and 
ptr is a pointer for the arrays CFLA and CFLB. 
repeat 
99: case compare Xi::Xj Of 
(1) (Xi<Xj): (i:=k+ 1; j:=j+ 1; goto 99) 
(2) (Xi=Xj): (i:=i+ 1; j:=j+ 1; got0 99) 
(3)(xi >xjorj=n+l): (k:=k+(j-i); 
repeat CFLA [ ptr] := a,; CFLB [ptr] := k; ptr:= ptr + 1 
until k 2 ptr) 
endcase 
i:=k+l; j:=k+2; ai:=k+l 
until k>n 
end 
8. Comparison of strings 
In the procedures Contest, Right-Extension and Left-Extension above, we have 
made comparisons of the form 
if Wi 2 Wj then 
between two strings. We now distinguish between two cases for performing these 
comparisons. 
First assume that the strings are over a bounded alphabet. The four Russians trick 
of packing strings into a single computer word can be applied here; see [S] for details 
of this technique. Comparisons between any two strings can then be made in constant 
O(1) time. 
In the case of unbounded alphabets the most efficient way of implementing these 
comparisons is by using the “merged suffix tree” data structure to represent the 
substrings of Lyndon words. This data structure is defined originally in [S], where 
optimal parallel algorithms for computing the canonical form of a circular string are 
presented. We shall now define the merged SL@X tree which we denote by T,. 
Letd=s,,s,, . . . . sk be a set of strings where each string of d terminates with a special 
symbol, $, which is not in the alphabet C and is used as an end marker. Then T, is 
defined as follows: 
(i) The merged suffix tree is a rooted tree with labelled edges. 
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(ii) Each edge is labelled with an identifier ZD(Si, ji, I), which represents the 
substring of si that starts at positionji and has length 1 (this is a prefix of the suffix of si 
that starts at position ji). 
(iii) No two sibling edges have the same (non-empty) prefix. 
(iv) Each leaf is labelled with (ii, si), where ij is a distinct position of wi. 
(v) The concatenation of the strings represented by the labels of the edges on 
a path from the root to leaf (ij, Si) is equal to the suffix of Wi starting at position ij. 
Details of the construction of the tree Td, along with the “migration of orphans” 
processor allocation technique, are given in [15]. For brevity, we shall simply state 
here that the parallel cost of the construction of the merged suffix tree is O(log n log log n) 
using O(n/logn) processors, where n is of course the size of the input string x. 
Of particular interest to us is that the cost of comparing two strings of size j, k, 
respectively, for any 0 <j, k < n, using the merged suffix tree is O(log log n). We note 
also that concurrent writing to the same memory location may occur during construc- 
tion of the merged suffix tree, although this event does not occur elsewhere in this 
paper. Nonetheless, it necessitates the CRCW PRAM model. 
9. Proofs of correctness 
9.1. Procedure Contest 
One processor is assigned to each pair of sibling substrings. The following facts are 
true for each such pair of substrings, under the parallel computation. 
The call of procedure Right-Extension on line 5 causes the CFL factorization over 
the concatenated substring wi(i,j) to be computed. Also Clj on line 7 indicates the start 
index of the least Lyndon word over that substring. 
After line 10 is executed we have one new Lyndon word commencing at a, and 
terminating at the end of the substring containing aj, replacing the previous factoriz- 
ation over those elements. 
When we move to the next level of the tree on line 13 we have the following 
invariants. Each pair of sibling substrings Xi, Xj has been effectively concatenated into 
a string Y by the process of computing C’FL( Y) on either lines 5 and 7, or lines 9 and 
10. The promoted index, either ai or aj, is the index of the starting position of the least 
Lyndon word for each new string Y. 
When there is only one pair of sibling strings remaining, just below the root, then 
these are concatenated into the required string x with its associated factorization, and 
the one promoted index denotes the start of the least Lyndon word in this required 
factorization. Clearly the algorithm terminates at this point. 
9.2. Procedure Right-Estension 
The proof of correctness of this procedure follows as a direct consequence of 
Theorem 2.2. Initially we are applying part (i) in the proof of this theorem. The 
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recursive procedure works on 2 substrings, Xi and Xj, say, with least Lyndon words 
wi and wj commencing at ai and Uj, respectively. Let Xj= x1 x2.. .x,. The object is to 
produce CFL(XiXj) from the given CFL(Xi) and CFL(Xj). Hence, we specifically 
need to look for any potential Lyndon word that spans Xi and Xi, which, according 
to the factorization, would necessarily commence at ai. That is, we check for a right- 
extension of wi. Using Theorem 2.1, if 
Wi+lEXj and Wi<Wi+l, 
then we can connect these words to form the new Lyndon word WiWi+l to give 
a maximal factorization. 
From the call to this procedure on lines 4 and 5 in procedure Contest, we know that 
wi > wj. Thus, we keep aj fixed whilst we repeatedly (recursively) subdivide Xj looking 
for the unique start index u~+~ in Xj such that 
where wk and wk+ 1 denote the Lyndon words commencing at ak and &+ r, 
respectively. 
We move down the binary tree by choosing the left child al of Uj or right child a, as 
appropriate on lines 9 or 12. On line 10 we will extend wi over the “left” interval 
x1x2. ..x,,~ in Xj. (Recall that m is a power of 2.) While on lines 13 and 14 we will 
extend over the “light” interval x1 x2.. .x,, although due to the test on line 9 we know 
that the required start index ak + 1 lies within the subinterval x,,~ + 1.. .x,. 
Since this procedure operates by travelling down the comparison tree T, eventually 
uj must become a leaf. We then finalize CFL(XiXj) by a call to procedures Final- 
Extension and Left-Extension, and then halt. The call to procedure Left-Extension 
corresponds to part (ii) in Theorem 2.2. 
9.3. Procedure Left-Extension 
The correctness of this procedure is based on Theorem 2.2. Also the proof follows 
somewhat analogously to the proof of correctness of procedure Right-Extension. 
10. Complexity analysis 
10.1. Initialization 
We noted in Section 2 that to compute the initial CFL factorization for each of the 
n/log n substrings, using Duval’s algorithm, requires n/log n processors and O(log n) 
time. Further, to obtain in parallel each maximum ui from CFLA(Xi) costs O(log n), 
using one processor per block. So our total cost of getting set up is O(log n) units of 
time and n/logn processors. 
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10.2. Cost of procedure Contest 
The full binary comparison tree described by this algorithm has m/log nl leaves 
and hence its height is O(logn). 
When the alphabet is fixed then the cost of any parallel calls to procedure 
Right-Extension (see Section 10.3) on line 5 is O(log n). Also in this case, all other 
operations in this algorithm, including the comparison on line 4, incur a parallel 
constant cost. The overall cost therefore is O(logn). 
For the unbounded alphabet, by using the merged suffix tree for string compari- 
sons, line 4 has a parallel cost of O(log log n) (see Section 3). Any parallel calls on line 
5 to procedure Right-Extension will cost at most O(logn). All other operations have 
parallel constant cost. So the total cost is O(log n log log n). 
10.3. Cost of procedure Right-E.utension 
The worst case occurs when this algorithm is invoked at the “top” of the binary tree, 
when aj indexes a string of length n/2. The number of recursive calls is then O(log n). 
For the cost of each call we consider two cases. 
When the alphabet is bounded, all computations, apart from procedural calls on 
lines 3 and 4, have a constant cost, including the comparison on line 9. The calls to 
procedures Final-Extension and Left-Extension (see Sections 10.4 and 10.5) on lines 
3 and 4 each involve a cost of O(log n). Hence the complexity for this case is O(log n). 
Now suppose the alphabet is not fixed. Then the call to procedure Final-Extension 
still involves O(log n) operations, while the call to Left-Extension costs 
O(log n log log n). The comparison on line 9 costs O(log log n). All other statements 
require a constant number of operations. So our complexity here is O(log n log log n). 
10.4. Cost of procedure Lqft-Extension 
We have the same complexity results here for each type of alphabet as in procedure 
Right-Extension. Note that the cost of a linear search of a block on line 3 in 
Left-Extension is O(log n), which corresponds to the cost of a call to Final-Extension 
(see Section 10.5) on line 3 in Right-Extension. 
10.5. Cost of procedure Final-Extension 
Duval’s algorithm is linear in the length of the input string; specifically for a string 
of length n it requires at most 2n binary comparisons. For the proof of correctness and 
complexity analysis, see [3]. 
However, we have modified his algorithm slightly. In procedure Final-Extension we 
do not necessarily start scanning for Lyndon words at the beginning of the string. 
The worst case for invoking this algorithm, on line 3 of procedure Right-Extension, 
is when Ui= 1 and Uj= n. However, we do not require a time complexity of O(n) here. 
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The point is that from procedure Right-Extension we have evidence of the following 
fact. When Uj is a leaf, then the elements in the interval ai, ai+ r, . . . , aj- 1 form one 
Lyndon word. We can deduce this from the test on line 9, along with the elimination of 
a CFL factorization of a substring on line 13. Hence we need only continue scanning 
along Xj. 
So for this particular application we can assume that the cost of Duval’s algorithm 
is at most O(log n). 
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